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1. Introduction 
This paper seeks to apply the recently developed variational theory for Lagrangian sub- 
manifolds in an Einstein Kahler manifold ([7,8,2]) to study the Gauss map of an immersed 
hypersurface in a sphere. Recall that an n-dimensional submanifold L of a 2n-dimensional 
Kahler manifold N is said to be Lagrungiun if the restriction of the Kahler form to L vanishes 
identically. This property is preserved by Hamiltonian flows of N and so it is natural to ask 
when a given Lagrangian submanifold is a critical point for the volume functional when only 
Hamiltonian deformations are allowed. Such submanifolds are called Hamiltonian minimal [8], 
or exact minimal [2]. A similar definition can be made for the second variation. A minimal La- 
grangian submanifold is called Humiltoniun stable if and only if its second variation of volume 
is non-negative for all Hamiltonian deformations. 
It turns out that these concepts are ideally suited for studying the Gauss map of an oriented 
hypersurface M” of P+’ c En+‘. The Gauss map, taking values in the Grassmannian G2,r2+2 
is always Lagrangian and its Hamiltonian deformations are exactly the deformations through 
Gauss maps. Here we give topological restrictions on surfaces in S3 with Hamiltonian mini- 
mal Gauss map. These restrictions are derived from a homotopy invariant of the Gauss map, the 
Maslov class, which is related to the principle curvatures of the hypersurface. 
The computation of the mean curvature of the Gauss map, below, shows that the Gauss map 
of any isoparametric hypersurface is minimal. We show that this map is Hamiltonian stable if 
and only if the hypersurface is a hypersphere. 
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2. Definitions 
Let N2” be an Einstein Kahler manifold of real dimension 2n with metric, (., .), almost 
complex structure J and K%hler form o. An immersion 
g : M” + N2" o-1) 
will be called Lugrungiun if and only if 
g*w E 0 (2.2) 
holds. Equivalently, J induces an isometry 
J g(p) 1 J-PM - GM (2.3) 
between the normal and tangent spaces of M both equipped with the metric induced by g. 
Following Oh, [7,8] and Chen-Morvan, [2] we associate with g the following spaces: 
P(l_M) 
L :: {e ( d(Jt, -) = 0} 
U 
H r 16 I (Jt, -) = df, f E Cm(M)1 
A := {c 1 (Je, -) is harmonic}. 
Above, harmonicity is with respect to the metric induced by g. Elements of L are called La- 
grangian variations, since they infinitesimally preserve the property of being Lagrangian, whereas 
elements of H and A are called respectively Hamiltonian and harmonic variations. 
Definition 2.1. Let g be as in (2.1) with M compact (3M = 0). A Lagrangian immersion is 
called minimal, (resp. Humiltoniun minimal, resp. Lugrungian minimal, resp. harmonic minimal) 
iff 
0 = 6c Vol(g) := &(Vol(g + Et + 0(E2))),=,, 
holds for all 6 E F’(lM), resp. 6 E L, resp. 6 E H, resp. 6 E A. 
(2.4) 
In [2], Hamiltonian minimality is referred to as exact minimality. We will sometimes use 
terms like L minimal, H minimal, etc. with the obvious meaning. 
Definition 2.2. Let g be a minimal Lagrangian immersion as in (2.1). If M is compact, g is 
called stuble (resp. Lagrungiun stable, resp. Humiltoniun stable, resp. harmonic stable) iff 
0 G 6; v0i(g) I= azE v0i(g + ~6 + o(E*))~=~ (2.5) 
holds for all c E CbO(IM), resp. e E L, resp. 6 E H, resp. c E A. 
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3. Gauss maps 
Let 
X : M” -_, S”+’ c En+2 (3.1‘) 
be an immersion of an oriented hypersurface with unit normal q. We define the Gauss map 
g : M t+ G2,,,+2 c A2(Enf2), P++XArl, (3.2‘) 
which assigns to each point its oriented normal plane in E nf2 The Grassmannian has a Kghler . 
structure which can be described as follows. Considered as a submanifold of A2(Enf2), the 
tangent space to Gz,~+~ may be described 
TUG 2,n+2 = span{u in 1 u E a and IZ E a’). 
An almost complex structure J can then be defined by 
J,(ur\n):=j(u)/Yn (3.3‘) 
where j is the almost complex structure on the oriented plane a. It can be shown, that with its 
standard metric and the almost complex structure .I, Gz,~+~ is an Einstein KAhler manifold with 
Ricci G2,,,+2 = n ds&+Z. (3.4) 
A proof of this last statement can be found in [S], where however, a different sign convention 
was used. 
The following proposition summarizes results which were obtained in [lo] in the case n = 2. 
The proofs in the case n = 2 carry over easily to arbitrary dimension and are therefore omitted 
here. 
Proposition 3.1. (i) Let X be any immersion as in (3.1). Then g is Lagrangian. 
(ii) Let X, = X + qirq + O(e2), @ E COO(M) b e a normal variation of X and let g, denote 
the corresponding Gauss maps. Then the variation $eld g := i3E(gE)E = 0 is “essentially” 
Hamiltonian, i.e. 
gL = --J(VRti) (3.5) 
where -L denotes projection onto J-M and Vg is the gradient operator with respect o the metric 
induced by g. 
(iii) If g : M -_, G2++2 is a Lagrangian immersion, then locally g arises as the Gauss map 
of a generalized immersion into S’+‘. 
We use the term “essentially” above, since for variational considerations, the tangential com- 
ponent of g is insignificant. Therefore (ii) above gives a correspondence 
(Hamiltonian variations of g} * {variations of g through Gauss maps}. 
The following two questions are therefore natural to consider. 
1. Which hypersurfaces of S n+’ have hamiltonian minimal Gauss maps? 
2. Which minimal Gauss maps are Hamiltonian stable? 
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Theorem 3.2. Let X : M --+ S3 be an immersion of a compact, oriented sueace with 
Hamiltonian minimal Gauss map g. Then if X is regular homotopic to a minimal immersion, 
X is parallel to a minimal sur$ace X’ and g is minimal. (In the conclusion, the minimal surface 
X’ is almost everywhere immersed). 
Here the notion of regular homotopy is taken to be the weakest one possible in which we 
ignore the action of the diffeomorphism group of M. As shown by Pinkall [ 121 for each orientable 
compact topological surface of genus y , y > 0, there are exactly two regular homotopy classes 
of immersions into S3, which we denote by I, and II,. When y = 0 there is only one class 
which we denote Ia. The classes Z,, may be represented by any embedding M, + S3 and 
hence, by results of Lawson, I, contains a minimal immersion. We refer the reader to [ 121 for 
a description of the classes II, but we remark that as observed by Kusner [4] the classes II, 
with y odd also contain a minimal immersion. This gives the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Let X : M --+ S3 be an immersion of a compact orientable su$ace with 
Hamiltonian minimal Gauss map. Zf the genus of M is zero or odd, or if X is an embedding, then 
X is parallel to a minimal immersion and g is hence minimal. 
Let X be as in (3.1). We begin the proof with a computation of the mean curvature field H, 
of g. We associate to Hs the tangential field .Z Hs and the dual one-form (J H,)* := (J Hs, .). 
We denote the principal curvature of the immersion X by kt , . . . , k,. 
Proposition 3.4. It holds 
-n(JH,)* = 2 d( arctanki) = d Im log fi(l + ikj). 
1 1 
(3.6) 
Remark 3.5. Since the principal curvatures need not be everywhere differentiable, the middle 
term above may not make sense globally. However the last expression is globally defined and 
can easily be expanded in terms of elementary symmetric functions of the ki’s. 
The proof of Proposition 3.4 follows from two lemmas. Let U be an open set in M, which 
supports an orthonormal moving frame {ej),j=r,...,n, with respect o the metric induced by g. Then 
ej+n := J(ej), j = l,...,n (3.7) 
defines an orthonormal framing of (I&Z) ]u. Let {wj),j=~,.,.,~ denote the dual coframe and define 
connectionl-forrnsbyde,=Cyti;e,, s=1,...,2n. 
Lemma 3.6. -n(.ZH,)* = cy w;+.~. 
Proof. See [2, 2.141. 
Lemma 3.7. C4 c~y+j = Cy d (arctan kj). 
Proof. For convenience, we work on an open set U, which supports an orthonormal moving 
frame {&jI,j=l,...,nr with respect to the metric induced by X, which is principal, i.e., dn(et) = 
-kjej, j = 1, s s., It. The result is easily justified to hold globally. 
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For {c,j} as above, we differentiate covariantly to obtain g,, = (X A n),, = &j A 7 + k,e, A X 
and hence 
e,j I= (1 + lCf)-1’2g,,j, j = l,...,n (3.8) 
defines an orthonormal frame with respect o the metric induced by g. From (3.3) and (3.8) WC: 
obtain 
J(ej) = (1 + kT)-“2 (-Ej A X + k,jEj A q). 
A simple calculation using (3.8) and (3.9), then shows 
?i n-ti = (d<j, Je,i) = (1 + k,?)-‘(dg,,j, Jg,,j) = (1 + kT)-‘dkj. 
The result then follows. 0 
(3.9) 




-i(JHg)*] E H’(M, Z). 
Definition 3.8. The class pR will be called the Muslov class of g. 
(3.10‘) 
Lemma 3.9. Let X : M + S’ be a smooth, immersed sulfate which satisfies the Weingarten 
relation 
2H 
- = const =: c E IR U (00). 
2-K 
(3.11) 
Then X is real analytic. 
Proof. Let u : S3 -+ IR3 denote the inverse of stereographic projection from the north pole. Let 
(.r, y, z) be Cartesian coordinates on lR3. We will show that, after a suitable rigid motion in JR’, 
0 X can be represented locally as a graph over the x, y plane whose height function u satisfies 
a nonlinear elliptic equation F(x, y, U, Du, D2u) = 0, where F depends real analytic on x, y, 
u and Du. Standard regularity results ([6, Chapter 6.71) then imply that u and hence X are real 
analytic. 
Fix p E M. We may assume, after a suitable rotation and translation, that aX (p) = 0 and 
that the image under u X of a neighbourhood of p can be represented as the graph of a function 
u satisfying 
U(0, 0) = 0, Du(0, 0) = (0,O). (3.12) 
Letn = (~+]Du]~)-~(--u,, -uY, 1) denote the unit normal to 0 X, let s := n . (TX be its support 
function and let h := 2(1 + ]uX]~)-‘. Let Ho, Ko denote respectively the mean and Gaussian 
curvatures of cr X. Then an elementary calculation shows 
2H = h.-‘2H,, + 2hs, K - 1 = h--2Ko + s2h2 + 2H0s. 
We first treat the case where c is finite. Then (3.11) yields 
2H&-’ + cs) + K,,C2 + 2cH0s + cs2h2 = 0. (3.13) 
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Using 
2Ha = div[(l + ]Du]~)-‘/~Du], 
Ko = (1 + ]Du]~)-~(u,,u~~ - z+z) 
(3.14) 
and (3.12) one obtains 2H&) = (uxx ++)(O), Ko(p) = (u,,uyy - u&)(O). Note that since 
h(p) = 2 and s(p) = 0, we have by (3.13) 
+W+)(O) + ~c(W+ - Q(O) = 0. (3.15) 
A computation shows that the linearization of the nonparametric form of equation (3.11) at 0 
has the form WI(O) = $(L + tyy)(0) + ~c(Sxx~yy + ~yy~,, - 2Jx,ux,)(0) + (lower order 
terms in <) = 0. The nonparametric form of equation (3.11) will thus be elliptic at p provided 
the matrix 
( 
; + $,,(O) - &W,(O) 
-&(O) ; + &W,(O) ) 
isdefinite. Howeverthedeterminant of thismatrixis ~+~c(u,,+~,,)(0)+~c2(u,,u,-u~y)(O) 
which is positive by (3.15). 
If c = 00 then K E 2 and proceeding as above, we find that the aX satisfies hp2 Ko + s2h2 + 
2Has = 1. In particular 
+(W$y - u&)(O) = 1. (3.16) 
Using (3.14), one finds that the linearization at p of thenonparametric formof (3.11) is Z,[c](O) = 
K&yy + cyy&t - 2{xYu,Y)(0) = 0. The ellipticity then follows from (3.16). Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume g is H minimal. Then using (3.5) we obtain for @ E C”(M), 
0 = GJ(VSJIJ Vol(g) = -2 
s 
(J(Vg@), H,) dA, = -2 
s 
@ div, JH, dA,. 
Since I,,$ is arbitrary we obtain 0 = div, J Hg = *d * (J Hg)*. Since we already know that 
(J H,)* is closed, this shows that (J Hg)* is a harmonic one-form. 
Assume that X is regular homotopic to a minimal immersion Xi. Since the equality 
ds,z = ds; + ds,z (3.17) 
holds, a regular homotopy between X and Xi will induce a regular Lagrangian homotopy (i.e., 
a homotopy through Lagrangian immersions) between g and the Gauss map gi of Xi. By (3.6) 
and (3.10) we have pg = /_+I = 0 since the Gauss map of a minimal immersion into S3 is 
minimal. This implies that [-(n/n)(J H,)‘] = 0 in H’(M, Z) and hence [-(n/x)( J H,)*] = 0 
in H1 (M, W). By the Hodge theorem the only harmonic one-form in this class is zero and so 
Hg G 0. 
It remains to show that this implies that X is parallel to a minimal surface. By the second 
inequality in the statement of Proposition 3.4 we obtain 
const = Im log n (1 + ikj) = arctan 
j=1,2 
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Therefore 2Hx = const . (2 - Kx). It remains to show that this implies X is parallel to a minimal 
immersion. 
If XO := cos8X + sin 8~ is a parallel of X, then using [9, Corollary 3.4.31, its principal 
curvatures are given by 
kie = 
sin 8 + ki cos 19 
COST - ki sin@’ 
and consequently its mean curvature is 
(3.18) 
2h$ = 
(2 - K) sin 20 + 2H cos 28 
(cos 8 - kl sinB)(cos 8 - k2 sin 0)’ 
(3.19) 
It follows that the parallel surface X0 with tan 28 := -2H/(2 - K) is minimal except possibly 
at points where the denominator in (3.19) vanishes. 
By Lemma 3.9 if on some open set in M cos 8 - ki sin 8 3 0, for some i = 1, 2, then this holds 
throughout M. Then since M is a Weingarten surface, both principal curvatures are constant and 
M is isoperimetric. Then it is well known that M is either parallel to a minimal equatorial sphere 
or the minimal Clifford torus. 
We may therefore assume that cos 8 - ki sin 8 + 0 almost everywhere on M. It then follows 
that X0 is almost everywhere immersed. Since X0 is a parallel immersion of X, they share the 
same Gauss map g. By (3.17) the map g is an immersion which has zero mean curvature at 
points where is an X0 immersion so by continuity, g is everywhere minimal. Cl 
Next note that by Proposition 3.1(i) and Proposition 3.4, the Gauss map of any isoparametric 
hypersurface in Sn+’ is a minimal Lagrangian immersion into Gz,~+~. 
Theorem 3.10. Let X : M” --f Sn+’ be an immersion of an isoparametric hyperswface. Then 
the Gauss map g : M --+ G2, ,,+2 is Hamiltonian stable if and only if M is a sphere. 
Proof. By results of Oh [7] and (3.4) it is enough to show that the first nontrivial eigenvalue of 
the Laplacian on M equipped with the metric induced by g satisfies 
&(M, d$) > n (3.20) 
if and only if M is a sphere. 
Recall that by results of Mtinzer every isoparametric hypersurface M can be realized as 
F-‘(O)nS”+*, where F is a homogeneous polynomial on E e2 This polynomial takes values in . 
[-1, l]andontheopeninterval(-1, l),F-‘(t)nS”+’ is immersed, isoparametric and is parallel 
to M. Using [ 1, Theorem 5.61, one sees that as t ranges between - 1 and +l, the mean curvature 
of F--l (t) n sn+l ranges continuously between --cc and +oc. Since parallel hypersurfaces hare 
the same Gauss map, we may assume that M is minimal. 
We consider the coordinate functions x,, (Y = 1, . . . , n + 2 of the immersion X. Then since 
M is minimal 
Axx, = -nx,; a!=l,...,n+2. (3.21) 
Since 
dV, = (c 1 +kf)n’2dVx = constdVx, (3.22) 
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it follows from (3.21), that 0 = /M x, d V, = lM x, d Vx. Assuming xa is not identically zero, 
we have 
s IV”x,]‘dV,, s ]V”x,]*dVx 






using (3.22). Using a frame as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we see that 
IvgxU12 = C (F/y;:* < C(Ej(X,))* = IV’.&/*. 
i .I .i 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
If M is not a sphere, then choosing j such that k,j # 0 and choosing x, such that Ej(xa) isn’t 
identically zero, one obtains a strict inequality in (3.24). In this case using (3.21) and (3.23) we 
obtain hi (M, ds$ < 1 (V fix,]* dVx / f x;dVx = j.-x,Axx,dVx / Jx;dVx = n. 
If on the other hand X is an immersion of a sphere, then g is an isometric immersion and it 
follows that hi (M, dsi) = hl (M, d&) = n. 0 
It is natural to ask the following questions: (i) Do there exist immersions into Snfl with 
nontrivial Maslov class? (ii) Which hypersurfaces in S ‘+’ have minimal Gauss maps? Using (3.6) 
one can derive a Weingarten relation among the elementary symmetric functions of the principle 
curvatures which is sufficient. 
Remark 3.10. A different approach to defining a Maslov class using the Gauss map of a surface 
in E3 can be found in [3]. 
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